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first, you will need to choose the type of 3d solid model you want to create: solidworks objects - this is a model that is comprised of geometrical solids and feature data. it has a block-based workflow with a more basic user interface. solidworks drawings - the 3d model is
used in conjunction with drawings, and can be created in the same way as in a 2d environment. solidworks was founded in december 1993 by jon hirschtick who used the $1 million he made while a member of the mit blackjack team to set up the company. hirschtick then
recruited a team of engineers who set out with the aim of creating 3d cad software. it was intended to be accessible, affordable and available on windows desktop. solidworksas you might already knowis a solid modeling cad and cae program. owned by dassault systmes,

solidworks is used by millions of engineers and designers worldwide. with so many capabilities, its no surprise to find that it competes with the best in the cad industryallowing users to push the boundaries with design and engineering. you might already think of yourself as
an expert in solidworks, but do you know about solidworks history using solidworks, its possible to develop designs that can be used across planning, layout, fabrication and construction. it doesnt matter if you specialize in engineering services, equipment design or piping

projectssolidworks can be used to give you the output you need. using 3d parametric design and simulation, designs can be fully optimized before theyre sent to clients. additionally, solidworks can create photorealistic renderings for structural designs, mechanical systems,
electrical cable layouts and so on.
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the solidworks engine of g&m b2bw (formerly known as the b2bw2 engine), is a closed-source software component that
was developed by general motors. it is used to draw the 2d and 3d model that is created with the solidworks program. it
draws the standard features of a drawing, such as lines, arcs, circles, text, dimensions, blocks, etc. the engine processes
the 2d and 3d data that was created in solidworks. solidworks requires a licensed user license for each user. this allows
you to share the license across multiple users on a single computer, as long as the users work on files that were created

with the same copy of solidworks. solidworks 2012 is available as both a 32-bit and 64-bit version. if you plan to run
solidworks on multiple computers, you will need to download both a 32-bit and 64-bit version of the software. in addition
to its modeling and drawing capabilities, solidworks is a powerful project-management tool that can be used to track the
status of your drawings. also included are a wide range of engineering tools to assist in the analysis of designs and even

create physical components from models. with the exception of autocad, no other cad program on the market comes
close to matching solidworks when it comes to the breadth and depth of its engineering tools. these tools include the

ability to create sections, details, notes, and engineering drawings that can be annotated, measured, edited, and
annotated again. in addition, solidworks features an extensive library of hundreds of third-party add-on tools and utilities

that can be used with any part or assembly created in solidworks. 5ec8ef588b
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